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With the advent of coherent x rays provided by the x-ray free-electron laser (FEL), strong interest has
been kindled in sophisticated diffraction imaging techniques. In this Letter, we exploit such techniques for
the diagnosis of the density distribution of the intense electron beams typically utilized in an x-ray FEL
itself. We have implemented this method by analyzing the far-field coherent transition radiation emitted
by an inverse-FEL microbunched electron beam. This analysis utilizes an oversampling phase retrieval
method on the transition radiation angular spectrum to reconstruct the transverse spatial distribution of the
electron beam. This application of diffraction imaging represents a significant advance in electron beam
physics, having critical applications to the diagnosis of high-brightness beams, as well as the collective
microbunching instabilities afflicting these systems.
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X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) [1,2] are a unique
tool for the investigation of ultra-small and ultra-fast
systems, permitting unprecedented studies of atomicmolecular structure at the angstrom length and femtosecond time scale. The XFEL is an example of a new class of
intense, coherent electromagnetic sources, which can be
fully exploited in measurements by the introduction of
innovative, diffraction imaging-based techniques [3,4].
Diffraction imaging requires the use of sophisticated
phase-retrieval methods that indeed permit detailed investigations of spatial structures down to the x-ray diffraction
limit. This new approach to imaging, stimulated by the
burgeoning availability of coherent sources, is rapidly
diffusing into a wide range of different applications. In
this vein, we extend diffraction imaging techniques to a
new frontier application in the physics of intense electron
beams and provide a first demonstration of the newly
proposed method.
An XFEL is a complex system that may be described as
a controlled beam-radiation instability. The successful operation of an XFEL requires use of a low-emittance, high
peak current electron beam. The generation, compression,
and transport of such high-brightness relativistic electron
beams poses many challenges, due particularly to parasitic
beam instabilities that amplify the beam’s shot-noisederived microbunching during beam compression. This
type of collective effect may be broadly identified as the
microbunching instability (MBI) [5–9]. The MBI may
generate strong perturbations in the beam’s longitudinal
phase space which serve to reduce the efficiency of the
downstream FEL [6,10]. Most importantly, MBI may also
induce the emission of coherent optical transition radiation
(coherent OTR, or COTR) in beam diagnostics [11–14],
severely compromising the utility of optical transition
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radiation-based measurements. While the effect of the
microbunching instability on the FEL performance per se
can be mitigated using a laser heater [10], this approach
does not effectively suppress COTR emission in diagnostics [10]. This situation renders conventional OTR-based
diagnostics ineffective for compressed high-brightness
electron beams.
In this Letter, utilizing methods originally employed in
coherent x-ray imaging, we propose and experimentally
test a method that exploits the coherent radiation rather
than attempting to avoid or eliminate coherence effects in
beam diagnostics. This approach, which uses the microbunching present in an electron beam to give a single-shot,
far-field COTR image, yields a robust path for the reconstruction of the transverse spatial structure of the beam
microbunching. We report on the experimental demonstration of this technique at the Next Linear Collider Test
Accelerator (NLCTA), located at the SLAC National
Accelerator Laboratory.
The coherent imaging technique proposed provides a
general method for the reconstruction of the beam microbunching profile from the far-field COTR image. This
technique has a number of important applications that
depend on how the microbunching arises in the electron
beam. For example, it can be applied as an advanced
diagnostic for the FEL interaction, in which the entire
electron beam transverse profile contributes to the formation of microbunching. It can also be applied to yet
more complex cases, as typified by the space-charge
induced optical microbunching, in which the beam density modulation may be transversely incoherent [8,9], or
to novel types of microbunching with more complex
topological dependencies. An example of the latter case
is found in the helical microbunching structure used to
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drive the emission of orbital angular momentum modes
in FELs [15–17]. In this Letter, we will focus on a seeded
scenario, in which the microbunching is generated uniformly across the transverse beam profile by the interaction of the beam with an external laser in a magnetic
undulator. This represents a specific type of the inverse
FEL interaction, here referred to as laser-induced microbunching (LIM). This case is particularly convenient,
since, with the laser turned off, it allows straightforward
benchmarking of our coherent imaging technique with
the incoherent OTR image of the beam’s transverse profile. In this regard, it should be noted that reconstruction
of the beam profile from LIM demonstrated here can be
used to determine compressed beam distributions even in
the presence of the MBI, as the LIM-derived coherent
signal can easily be made to dominate over that due to the
MBI. This provides an alternative solution to the mitigation of COTR in FEL injector diagnostics (see also
Refs. [18,19]). In fact, the LIM may generally provide
a direct map of the three-dimensional beam density distribution. A similar approach has also been proposed in a
related context: the reconstruction of the beam’s longitudinal profile, in a scheme known as an optical replica
synthesizer [20]. In contrast, we will refer to the transverse reconstruction technique introduced here as the
transverse optical replica (TOR). We note the attractive
possibility that combining the two techniques would
allow the single shot reconstruction of the threedimensional electron beam structure [21]. It’s also worth
pointing out that the combination of the TOR technique
with ultra-short seed laser pulses would allow the time
resolved determination of the transverse distribution of
the electron beam at the few femtosecond time scale.
Finally, we note that the TOR measurement could also be
extended to cases in which no external seed is available
such as the MBI. Generally the microbunching induced
by the MBI is transversely incoherent [11], which means
that the reconstruction of microbunching does not reproduce the beam’s transverse profile. However, the effect of
transverse Landau damping induced by emittance [8,9]
can be exploited through e-beam transport to induce
transversely uniform microbunching to be used as a
map of the density distribution. In this scenario, the
TOR reconstruction technique captures only the fraction
of the electron bunch that contributes to the coherent
emission, which is typically the part of the bunch that
lies close to the current peak.
The emission of coherent radiation from a relativistic
electron beam requires the formation of a density modulation on the scale of the radiation wavelength. The beam
density modulation can be described by the 3D bunching
factor, defined as:
Z
~ y; kz Þ ¼ 1
bðx;
dzðx; y; zÞeikzz ;
N

(1)

where z is the longitudinal position along the beam axis,
x, y are the transverse positions, ðx; y; zÞ is the
three-dimensional beam density distribution, N is the number of electrons in the beam, and zn is the longitudinal
position of the nth electron. Note that b~ is a threedimensional extension of the one-dimensional bunching
factor commonly used in free-electron laser theory [22].
The experimental goal we are pursuing here is to
~ y; kz Þ from a
reconstruct the spatial dependence of bðx;
single-shot COTR image by analyzing the beam’s coherent
emission characteristics. Near-field imaging of COTR
yields a complex pattern given by the convolution of b~
with the OTR near-field Green’s function [21], which
differs drastically from the transverse distribution of b~
(for example, the near-field COTR image of an axisymmetric microbunched beam has a ringlike structure [13]).
This means that direct near-field imaging of a microbunched beam profile is not possible, even in the case of
uniform microbunching. Far-field imaging yields a more
direct path to unfold the microbunching transverse structure from the coherent radiation pattern. To understand this
approach, we first introduce the far-field COTR differential
power spectrum emitted by a microbunched beam, defined
as the energy radiated per unit frequency and unit solid
angle [23]
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pattern, is defined as the 3D Fourier transform of the
beam’s charge density distribution:
Bðkx ; ky ; kz Þ ¼

1 Z
dxdydz ðx; y; zÞeikx xiky yikz z :
N

(3)

~ y; kz Þ and Bðkx ; ky ; kz Þ are a two-dimensional Fourier
bðx;
transform pair, i.e.,
Bðkx ; ky ; kz Þ ¼

Z

dxdyb~ ðx; y; kz Þeikx xiky y :

(4)

From the above definitions, it follows that, from a farfield COTR image one can measure the amplitude of B.
The spatial dependence of the beam microbunching can
be recovered by an inverse discrete Fourier transform.
However, to invert the discrete Fourier transform, one
must also have information about the complex phase of
B, which cannot be inferred directly from the far-field
image. It has been recently understood that the phase
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Schematics of a phase-retrieval algorithm.

of a 2D signal can be recovered by means of an iterative
phase-retrieval algorithm, provided that jBðkx ; ky ; kz Þj is
sampled with high enough resolution in the frequency
domain. The criterion that needs to be satisfied is dk ¼
2=OLs [24] where dk is the resolution in the transverse
frequency domain, Ls is the characteristic
size of the beam
pﬃﬃﬃ
in the space-domain and O > 2 is the oversampling ratio.
In practice, Ls is chosen as the size of a finite support in x, y
that fully contains the signal. This criterion is often
referred to as the oversampling condition.
Iterative phase-retrieval algorithms (see, e.g.,
Refs. [24,25]) are now used in a great number of advanced
applications, such as coherent diffraction imaging of noncrystalline samples [26]. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the
algorithm, which begins by application of a random phase
to the signal in the frequency domain. An inverse fast
Fourier transform (IFFT) is then applied to obtain a trial
signal in the spatial domain. At this point, a given set of
constraints (discussed below) is applied in the spatial
domain and a fast Fourier transform (FFT) is performed.
Finally, one substitutes the amplitude in the frequency
domain with the measured amplitude, while keeping the
phase from the FFT. This process is repeated for multiple
iterations (typically a few hundred to thousands) until the
amplitude of the final FFT is equal to the measured amplitude within a small tolerance.
The constraints applied in the spatial domain depend on
the type of measurement performed but usually include a
support constraint; i.e., the signal in x, y is constrained to
vanish outside a given finite support [25]. Furthermore, if
the beam microbunching is real and positive in the spatial
domain, a positivity constraint can be applied by keeping
just the real part of the spatial-domain signal and setting to
zero all data points having a negative value. The positivity
constraint increases the speed of the reconstruction algorithm and ensures the uniqueness of the solution [25]. This
constraint can be applied in the case of LIM induced by a
laser that is larger than the transverse size of the beam,
which is the physical scenario of interest in this Letter. In
this case, it can
R be shown that the microbunching distribution is b~ / dzðx; y; zÞ [21], which is an everywhere
positive function that represents the transverse profile of
the electron bunch.

To test the proposed method, we have performed a LIMseeded COTR experiment at the NLCTA. The experimental schematic is shown in Fig. 2. It corresponds to the first
part of the echo beam line, which has been used for echoenabled harmonics experiments in recent years [27,28]. An
electron beam of energy E ¼ 120 MeV is sent through an
undulator, co-propagating with a resonant laser of wavelength  ¼ 800 nm. The resonant interaction generates an
energy modulation in the electron beam which is then
transformed into density modulation by a subsequent magnetic chicane. The electron beam is finally directed through
a metal foil, causing emission of a COTR pulse that is
detected by a CCD camera. The far-field pattern is collected with a commercial Navitar compound lens focused
to infinity. A bandpass filter with a bandwidth of 10 nm is
used to eliminate the higher harmonics of the COTR pulse.
The seed laser transverse size significantly exceeds that of
the electron beam, giving a nearly transversely uniform
electric field that interacts with the beam electrons. Thus,
the microbunching is, to an excellent approximation, a
replica of the transverse shape of the electron beam.
Since, in the experiment, we used an uncompressed beam
which is not notably affected by the MBI, the coherent
measurement can be benchmarked by comparison with a
near-field incoherent OTR image obtained with no LIM
applied, obtained by focusing the CCD camera on the OTR
screen.
Figure 3 shows a far-field COTR image and the inferred
beam form factor. Since the COTR single particle differential intensity is zero on axis, B cannot be measured for
kx ’ 0, ky ’ 0. The amplitude of B close to the axis is then
reconstructed by the retrieval algorithm simply keeping the
amplitude and phase of the IFFT near the axis as the last
step of each iteration. This issue is analogously found in
coherent diffraction imaging experiments with x rays,
where the near-axis diffraction pattern is dominated by
the direct beam (see, e.g., Ref. [26]) and is commonly
referred to as the missing center problem. Note also that
Fig. 3 shows a slight asymmetry in the far-field pattern.
This is due to residual dispersion in the bunching chicane
and to fluctuations in the orbit of the electrons, which
generate a slight tilt of the microbunching with respect to
the z axis (see, e.g., Ref. [8]). This issue can be solved by
shifting the far-field pattern so that the center of mass of the
form factor lies on the kx ¼ 0, ky ¼ 0 point. Finally, we
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FIG. 3 (color). Raw far-field COTR image (left image), inferred amplitude of the beam’s form factor (center image), and
reconstructed phase in the frequency domain (right image).
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coherent imaging approach. The rms variance in the measurement is mostly due to shot to shot beam size
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fluctuations and is not inherent to the measurement technique. The spatial resolution of the coherent diffraction
imaging method is determined by the inverse of the highest
spatial frequency effectively measured in the far-field
image, which depends on several factors such as the electron beam size at the OTR screen, the CCD dynamic range,
and the angular aperture of the collection optics. In general, the design of the experimental setup has to balance the
need for strong oversampling, which requires the far-field
image to occupy a large number of pixels, with the push for
high resolution, which requires high intensity per pixel (so
that the high spatial frequency components of the signal are
well above the instrumental noise). In the measurements
reported, the resolution is estimated to be approximately
one fourth of the rms beam size.
In conclusion, in this Letter, we have introduced, and
experimentally tested, a new diffraction imaging-based
technique for the single-shot reconstruction of the transverse shape of beam microbunching for a relativistic electron beam. This technique is based on far-field COTR
imaging and on application of a phase-retrieval algorithm.
We have demonstrated this method for the case of laserinduced microbunching, in a seeded COTR experiment.
This technique is generally applicable, and may be
extended to measure arbitrary microbunching structures.
The case of laser induced microbunching is of relevance to
current and future XFELs since it extends the OTR-based
profile measurements to compressed beams, even in the
presence of COTR induced by the MBI. Further, we note
that by combining this measurement to those discussed in
Ref. [20], one may obtain a 3D replica of the beam distribution. Finally, in the absence of externally imposed
microbunching, the method promises to be a keen tool in
unfolding the details of the transverse spatial distribution
of the collective instability-induced microbunching itself.
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